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P09/CP1004/EE/20160522

Time : 3 Hours Marks : 80

Instructions :
1. All Questions are Compulsory.

2. Each Sub-question carry 5 marks.

3. Each Sub-question should be answered between 75 to 100 words. Write every questions
answer on separate page.

4. Question paper of 80 Marks, it will be converted in to your programme structure marks.

1. Solve any four sub-questions.

a) What is Probability? Solve : From a set of 17 cards numbered 1,2,.....17 one is draw
at random. What is the probability? That the card beams a number which is divisible
by 30,7. 5

b) Explain the concept of permutation? Solve : 12 students appear for a test. There are 5
prizes for 1st 5 places? In how many ways can the prizes be distributed? 5

c) In how many ways can 10 books be put in 3 shelved which contain 2, 3 and 5 books
respectively? 5

d) If the variance of the random variable X is 0.76 what is the variance of random variable
10X, 2x and X/2? 5

e) Explain correlation analysis with an example. 5

2. Solve any four sub-questions.

a) Explain 2 other measures along with coefficient of determination and that of
correlation. 5

b) Explain coefficient of Multiple determination? Given that r12 = 0.6, r13 = 0.7 and
r23 = 0.65 determine r123. 5

c) Which error type is worse? Explain with example. 5

d) Describe in brief Chi-square Test. 5

e) Explain benefits of sampling? 5
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3. Solve any four sub-questions.

a) Explain F - Test and what are the fundamental assumptions of F - Test? 5

b) Given Brand A Brand B 5

Sample size n1 = 21 n1 = 16

Standard deviation σs1= 2.5 σs1= 1.5

Mean X1=100 X1=95

Apply F-test at 5% level to know if variance of 2 brands are significantly different?

c) Find value of χ2 for the following information : 5

Class A B C D E

Obs. frequency 8 29 44 15 4

Exp. frequency 7 24 38 24 7

d) Name important characteristics of χ2 test. 5

e) What is the probability of obtaining exactly 3 heads in 7 throws with a single coin?
5

4. Solve any four sub-questions.

a) Explain different elements in Decision theory. 5

b) Describe decision tree with an example. 5

c) A farm owner wants to drill a borewell. In past only 70% wells drilled were successful
at 200 feet depth on finding no water at 200 feet, they drilled at 250 feet  but only
20% struck water at 250 feet. The prevailing cost of drilling is Rs. 50 per foot.

The farmer has estimated that in case he does not get his own well, he will have to pay
Rs. 15,000, over next 10 years in PV term to buy water from neighbour. 5

d) Following decisions can be optimal : 5

i) Do not drill

ii) Drill upto 200 feet

iii) If no water found at 200 feet drill upto 250 feet

e) Write short note on ‘Sampling Theory’. 5
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